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 “All Autism Wedding” to be Officiated by Dr. 
Stephen Shore 

  

(SAN DIEGO) September 9, 2015, -  International “Autism Expert” and IBCCES (International 
Board of Credentialing and Continuing Education Standards) board member Dr. Stephen Shore 
will be officiating an “all autism” wedding this Saturday in San Diego. The couple being married, 
Anita Lesko and Abraham Nieslon, are both on the autism spectrum, and will be joined by a 
wedding party (ring bearer, harpist, wedding cake baker, groomsman, usher, etc.) who also have 
ASD. 

The two met in the spring of 2013 at an Asperger’s support group. The ceremony is scheduled to 
take place at San Diego’s Love & Autism: A Conference with a Heart, a conference organized by 
Dr. Jenny Palmiotto to bring awareness to the fact that every individual – including those on the 
spectrum – wants to be loved. 

“Through the power of love, this conference demonstrates that individuals with autism can have 
fulfilling and meaningful relationships such as marriage – just like everyone else,” Shore said. 

“For two individuals who have gone through their lives feeling alone, it is beautiful that they have 
finally found companionship and understanding,” Plank, told PEOPLE Magazine in an interview. “It 
gives hope to those of us on the spectrum who wonder if we will ever find our other half.” 

Lesko, 54, was diagnosed with autism at the age of 50, which shed some light for her on why she 
may have been perceived as somewhat different throughout her life. 

“We’re trying to show that autistic children can grow up and have a happy, fulfilled life, just like 
everybody else,” Lesko told PEOPLE. “It’s not uncommon for people on the spectrum get too 
comfortable – get in their comfort zone, and it becomes scary for them to step out of their shells. 
Abraham and I have stepped far beyond our comfort zones to get where we’re at – and in the 
process, we learned how to be spontaneous.” 

 About IBCCES 

The International Board of Credentialing and Continuing Education Standards (IBCCES) was 
established in 2001 to meet the training and credentialing needs of professionals who work with 

https://ibcces.org/


individuals with special needs. IBCCES has since expanded into over 40 different countries with 
training centers and members across the globe.  

Our Certified Autism Specialist, Board Certified Cognitive Specialist, and Certified Autism Center 
credentials were established with the highest standards in the industry. As a result, our programs 
have become the benchmark for those who work with cognitive disorders around the globe.  

IBCCES created and hosts the annual International Symposium on Cognitive Research & 
Disorders. This global event brings together top neurologists, education leaders, and healthcare 
experts with a focus on research, innovation and collaboration.   

CONTACT: 

IBCCES 
Email: kristin@ibcces.org  
URL: http://www.ibcces.org 
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